He bought the bonds now he on vacation

Now this situation stocks how to do it!

offer price lower than the market

Stocks After Hours - Dow rose 225 points to close at $17,977 point decline driven by market prices in Germany DAX-30 index rose above the 12,000 mark for the approach now too late New York trading, the euro against the dollar - 12-year lows since the release of the latest OPEC continued good recovery in the crude oil market report energy supply too late — focus crude fell $ 0.96 six-year closing low on Russia launched a large-scale military exercises with NATO rivalry means to mobilize people strong
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M9 appointment hot in Taiwan announced the first part of the tariff to pay 1399 yuan monthly phone less than six thousand yuan competing GaAs profit soared! Acer Jaco previous quarter EPS 1.7元 exam win WIN, the new 9500 siren? Turn cut nine billion yuan of foreign air force recruiting station means! KMC year EPS 4.3元 decided to allot 1.5 yuan dividend and then the acquisition of Shenzhen factory in steel before February 4,559 billion yuan in pre-tax profit increased 50%! Pre-tax income per share of 0.29 yuan foreign even to sell Taiwan stocks and then sell 31.1 billion yuan last week, two weeks maximum sustained oversold AUO 7XC pale January-February quarter pre-tax earnings earned 154 million yuan per share, earned 0.5 yuan
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Stocks After Hours - Dow rose 225 points to close at 17,977 points rise in the dollar market driven German DAX-30 index rose above 12,000 points mark too late now entering the European debt purchase plan shares in after-hours — expand market index closed higher capital inflows 0.9% intraday stocks - the Dow rose nearly $ 200 point intraday devaluation pressure relieve investors Hidden God again appeared in public for ten days Houpu Ding duplicitous weak US consumer spending, strong dollar rise in the current recovery than in the past global bated breath: Federal Reserve meeting on interest rates later this week whether to remove the statement "patience" word? US February industrial production rose 0.1% to 0.3% rise forecast Reuters: "Apple" is good nor excessive clearance Apple Store! The watch will start selling his own brand products all the shelves were involved in money laundering storm apply for bankruptcy protection in a large number of bank withdrawals Madrid
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— New York trading, the euro against the dollar since the 12-year lows this wave of strengthening of the dollar has not been a nightmare for investors to fully understand the Europeans' good news: The euro plunged second only to the euro! Australian dollar soared a record high headroom site BlackRock shoot 70 cents without waiting for the end of the year! Goldman Sachs; the euro against the dollar six months after the cheap way derogatory to the 2017 Fed "patience" did not run out? Global central banks fear embattled euro depreciated to $ 0.8 Financial Times: a key step towards the internationalization of the RMB NT $ 16 midday 31,843 yuan rise 6.7 cents on the dollar on the 16th Taiwan dollar-yuan fixing price of 6.2755
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[Investment] fortune which the main star of marriage derailed lowest probability [Investment] 12 constellations fortune how to improve the workplace influence [Investment] 12 constellations fortune friendship mention fresh surgery [Investment] 12 constellations March fortune popular king [Investment] what type of fortune Most let you boss Wang <character> against a financial Bible southern Yi Jun Lin Yongchang daughter one hundred million yuan to build a dowry! Cash-back card more than 12,000 yuan per capita consumption of three big favorite place people brush! HSBC zero fees push up consumer credit loans 3,000,000 3,000,000 Fubon Life Insurance: Business army to fight the country life over three years to fight the Asian Cup is not an impatient
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The impact of the strong dollar! Intel break at the end, two-thirds of sorrow and called Exporters

Information provided: MoneyDJ Financial Network Author: Hang giant network news roundup Issue Date: 20150313

Dow Jones Industrial Average stocks Intel (Intel Corp) before the US stock market on the 12th plate announced by 总经, the exchange rate change challenges intensified (especially in Europe) and other factors, the first quarter 2015 revenue forecast range will Since the $13.7 billion (plus or minus $500 million) to $12.8 billion under repair (plus or minus $300 million). Now, investors finally understand why always rarely comment on the dollar, White House officials on Tuesday (the 10th) will suddenly publicly stated that a strong dollar has allowed the US economy faces headwinds. Intel on the 12th fell 4.73 percent, to close at $30.80, the highest since July 8, 2014 closing low.

Wall Street Journal blog reports, published on the 11th Duke University / CFO Magazine Global
Business Outlook survey, about one thousand business executives surveyed worldwide (mostly financial officer) which, up to two-thirds of large US exporters (At least a quarter of revenue from overseas), said the strong dollar had an impact on performance. Nearly a quarter of large exporters said they had thus reducing capital expenditures.

Duke University Fuqua School of Business (Fuqua School of Business), Professor Campbell R. Harvey pointed out that, following the euro area, Japan, Canada, China is likely to become the next country down the exchange rate; suffer the impact of US exporters competing derogatory profit will be reduced, hiring employees may also follow reduced.

marketwatch.com reports, FactSet statistics show that 30 stalls in the Dow Jones Industrial Average stocks which have 11 announced fourth quarter 2014 revenue figures in Europe. Among them, eight years to pay out revenue minus grades, more than six in the third quarter of last year, the highest since the fourth quarter of 2012 (9) high. US exports in January fell to the amount of 1,894 million US dollars, the highest since March 2014 lows, the third consecutive month showing reduced.

Bloomberg reported that the White House Council of Economic Advisers Chairman Jason at the National Association for Business Economics at (NABE) speech and 10 days, a strong dollar is not only affect US exports, but also the impact to the overall GDP performance.

Britain's Financial Times reported March 6, according to FactSet statistics, the first quarter of this year, the second quarter of the S & P 500 company earnings estimates will decrease 4.6 percent respectively year, 1.5 percent. Reported that this will be the second quarter of 2009, since the third quarter of the first two quarters to see even record earnings year decrease, mainly due to falling oil prices, the impact of the dollar rose.

US dollar relative to the euro, the yen on the 12th due to the latest economic data worse than expected and Zoubian majority. Castrol XQ global systems offer the winner, as of late New York trading on the 12th so far, the euro against the dollar 0.80 percent to 1.0636, its biggest gain since February 12; fell to an intraday low of 1.0492, the highest on the 1st date 2003 on the 10th. Since low. To 1.0492 to calculate the euro against the dollar so far this year (YTD) depreciation amounted to 13.3 percent, has gone beyond the annual rate of decline in 2014 (12.07%).

US February retail sales month by 0.6 percent, worse than economists had expected a 0.3 percent increase for the second consecutive three-month exhibit reduced; exclude automobile Excluding month by 0.1%, far less than the expected 0.5% increase, and for the continuous 3 months reduced.

January business inventories showing flat, worse than market expectations of 0.1 percent growth. 0.11% depreciation of the US dollar against the yen to 121.26; fell to an intraday low of 120.64.

* Editor's note: This article is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or invitation, inducement, regardless of the type or form any representations or make any suggestions and recommendations, readers are advised to use personal ability to think independently and make their own investment decisions as a result of losses incurred by the relevant recommendations, takes the "lean financial media," the editor and the author has nothing.
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**Global markets closed**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>03/16 (a)</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/17 (b)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/18 (c)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/19 (four)</td>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/20 (five)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/23 (a)</td>
<td>Argentina, Colombia, Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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